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Welcome back!
The late Ed Lacey’s TDB returns to the Club
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Contact
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****************************

SPARE PARTS: Available to paid-up members only.
Note that our spares officers, like all members of the committee, are volunteers working on Club tasks in
their spare time. Where possible, we aim to send spares within 2-3 working days. Please be considerate
and telephone between 18:00 - 21:00 hours UK time.
Please Note that there is a similarly-named company, selling Roadster and other spares. To avoid error, please use
the contact phone and email details shown in this magazine.
BRAKES, STEERING, BACK AXLE, SUSPENSION
ELECTRICAL, ENGINE AND EVERYTHING ELSE

Chris Hewitt
Bob Hobbs

Always supply SAE when necessary. Cheques to be made payable to TROC Ltd.

Are you changing address in the near future? Please tell us! Email, write, or phone
between 6 and 9pm, to Roger Stone, membership secretary.
The Club Accounts and notes from the AGM are published in the April Globe each year. Members wishing to have a copy of the full Minutes of
the meeting should contact the Editor; they are available free of charge.
The views expressed in The Globe are those of the writers and not necessarily those of the editor, nor those of the Triumph Razoredge Owners
Club Ltd. Whilst every effort is made to ensure the accuracy of technical advice and information, such advice is heeded entirely at the member’s
own risk and neither the Club nor any individual shall be in any way liable for injury, loss or damage resulting directly or indirectly from
reliance on such advice or information. Triumph artwork reproduced by permission of British Motor Industry Heritage Trust. “THE GLOBE"
is the official newsletter of TROC LTD.
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EDITORIAL
Dear Members,
In this its forty-fifth year, TROC is approaching something of a
watershed in its development. The Committee is now down to seven in
number. Two are founder-members who way back in 1975 first decided
that it would be worthwhile to establish a Club specifically for the
Razoredge saloons, separate from the Roadsters and other
Standard/Triumph clubs. Their commitment remains undimmed, but
simple arithmetic will reveal that they must now be quite advanced in
years, and we all slow down a little eventually. Bob Parsons,
remarkably, has been in post as our Treasurer for that entire duration.
Both our spares officers are in their seventies or more, and so is your
Editor; though in my case I’m quite happy to carry on as long as you, the
membership, will put up with me. However, I can organise my time as it
suits me. It’s not so for the spares officers - there is a reasonable expectation from members that if they
are working on their cars and find they need parts, it should be possible to obtain them (assuming the Club
has the items in stock) within a few days. We do our best to meet these needs, but it is a tie; and
sometimes the need to sort out a collection of the right items, price them and receive payment, and then
get them packaged and posted - can come when home life is making other demands.
We have a need, therefore, to ensure that the future of the Club is sound, and that we’re not entirely
dependent on a team which will inevitably - how can we put this? - begin to struggle, during the coming
decade. We are reviewing our options, and the next AGM, at the Avoncroft Rally in July, may well need
to make some new appointments and to approve structural changes in how things are done.
We have the advantage, not shared by all clubs, that we have a very sound financial position to work from;
but this position has been reached because all the committee and officers are working as volunteers. We
have a steadily rising membership, and surprising numbers of new ‘barn find’ cars continue to appear, as
will be seen in this edition - which is also a healthy sign for the future.
We shall be consulting with you, our membership, through articles in the Globe in this edition, in
April and in June, in preparation for the AGM in July. We urge all members to read these and at least
to be aware of proposals and possible changes; and if you have comments or suggestions, PLEASE to join
the debate. You can do this through emails to any (or all) of the committee; or by post.
_____________________________________________________________________________ Editor
___________________________________________________________________________________________________

Our cover pictures for this issue:
Front – The late Ed Lacey’s TDB 1784, ex-FTP 8, now in the Netherlands; see p 118.
Rear – Member Colin Copcutt braving the weather on February 10th. See details on page 121.
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AVONCROFT MUSEUM: SITE OF OUR CLUB RALLY AND AGM in 2020
Avoncroft is a remarkable concept, all the more remarkable because of the date of its founding: in 1962
museums were, pretty much without exception, grand old buildings where a collection of historical items
of one kind or another had been brought together and displayed in cabinets. The idea of an outdoor
museum, where whole buildings could be collected, was radical. There is now another, the Weald and
Downland Living Museum in Sussex, but that was not
commenced until 1967 and did not open until 1970. (Only
the Crich Tramway Museum pre-dates it in spirit, which
traces its roots to the purchase of a tram for £10, at the
closing-down tour of Southampton Tramways in 1948.)
Avoncroft also began with one specific purchase:
Bromsgrove House, a fine Tudor timber-framed town
house, which had to be removed for redevelopment. It was
saved from simple demolition, labelled, and stored at what
was then Avoncroft College. The Avoncroft Folk Village
Association was formed the following year.
The main aim of the museum - perhaps surprisingly - is that old buildings should be preserved where they
are; but where this is not possible, they have been collected at the 19-acre Avoncroft site. Over 30 such
buildings and structures are now there and, in addition, such things as the National Collection of telephone
kiosques, blacksmithing courses, and an extensive archive of documents and records. Our Tom Robinson
will tell you how easily such archive materials can be lost, from his researches into car histories - county
registration authorities were given permission just to destroy all their paper records, after the DVLA took
over centralised registrations, and many did just that. Holding the TROC Rally and AGM at Avoncroft
will contribute, in a small way, to their valuable efforts.
Lived-in buildings are so much more evocative than collections of
artefacts, and long-lost trades can be brought back to life and
understood in this way. A current project at Avoncroft is the
Nailer’s Cottage. Nailmaking was a significant industry before the
industrial revolution, and the types of nails can be used to help date
old buildings.
During our day at Avoncroft,
in addition to our AGM
meeting, members will be
able to visit the museum and
take in the spirit of our
receding history. Our own
work in preserving our cars is
a related endeavour - not
allowing a significant piece
of British engineering history
to become lost, but instead
preserving them as living and
working vehicles.

Nailer’s Cottage – interior
decoration and landscaping
The reconstruction of the exterior
of the traditional nailer’s cottage,
which was rescued from
Birmingham Road in Bromsgrove
is now complete. We now aim to
raise £50,000 towards the interior
decoration and landscaping of the
grounds around the cottage.

If you can, please make the effort to join with the other members in taking part in this gathering.
We shall give more details of the location, the timing of the day, and for those who would like to make a
weekend of it, a hotel where we’ll be able to share a meal on the Saturday evening. Save the date: (18th
to) 19th July.
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CAR FIRES - CAUTION
Do you have a fire extinguisher in your car, which could be used on either electrical or fuel fire, and
which you could access quickly if the worst should happen? Garry Cole didn’t. He has given permission
for us to share his story.
It’s a sad story, and we
should all take a moment to
learn from others’ mistakes,
in the hope that we don’t
have to learn from our own.
Are you thinking it’s a low
risk, and you haven’t had a
car fire yet so you’re
probably OK?
300 car fires happen in the
UK every day. That is over
100,000 vehicles in a year.
Scary, isn’t it?
Which Extinguisher?
For car fires you need a
POWDER or FOAM
extinguisher - never water.
Key actions:

•

• Switch off engine
• Get everyone out and
away from the car BEWARE TRAFFIC
(they’ll all be looking at the
fire, not for pedestrians)
• Have someone dial 999
• Only if you’re sure it’s
safe, use your extinguisher
to try to put out the fire.
• If opening the bonnet,
take great care - lift it a
little, spray extinguisher into
gap; avoid throwing it right
back which may encourage fresh air in from under the car and create a great whoosh of flame in
your face.
If in doubt - stay back and let it burn. Better a lost car than time in hospital.
Guidance taken from https://www.fireservice.co.uk/safety/vehicle-fires/ .
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In addition to the guidance given above, I consulted Ray Finn of FinnFire, who has 30 years of experience
in evaluating fire safety and prevention, provision of firefighting equipment, and training personnel. He
adds the following points:
Extinguishers
•
•

•

•

•
•

Definitely don’t use water-based extinguishers.
A CO2 extinguisher would also be effective IF it’s a fire in a small location and you can get close,
so the horn of the extinguisher is near the location of the fire. From greater distance, especially in
the open, the CO2 dissipates too readily and the effectiveness is lost. CO2 is a good extinguisher
to have available in the workshop, but is not the one to carry in your car.
Dry Powder extinguishers give the fastest knock-down of the fire, whether electrical or fuel; BUT
they discharge very fast. The small ones commercially provided for use in cars will be completely
exhausted in just 4 or 5 seconds - you need to be right ready, already aiming at the fire, as it is
triggered. In an unexpected emergency and the heat of the moment, many untrained users will find
they’ve shot the whole thing off and achieved nothing. Ray’s advice is not to carry a neat little one
- get a decent size, around 2 kilos or more, which will give you a much better chance of success.
In our classics the engine bay has plenty of room and you can probably see where the problem is if you’re buying an extinguisher for your modern, however, it’s worth looking at the engine
compartment and working out where you’d be spraying, if there were a fire going on somewhere in
amongst all that jumble.
With foam-based extinguishers, the spray-rate is slower and more controllable, but you are still
well-advised to have a decent size, 2 kilos or more, rather than the neat little one.
After it’s all over - you might be grateful if you used a foam-based type rather than dry powder.
This is because the powder residue is chemically corrosive, and mixed with a little water is even
more so. Cleaning up has to be very thorough, and any wiring insulation in the area will need to
be replaced. Foam-based will also require thorough cleaning-out, of course.

Other points to note
Modern cars have a cut-off system to prevent further fuel being supplied to the engine after a crash or in a
fire. Razoredges are too early for that. Watch carefully for any sign of liquid dribbling out, on either side
of the engine.
One advantage we do have is the position of the brake master-cylinder, low in the engine bay. Brake fluid
is also flammable, and in the event of a crash a modern car’s brake fluid reservoir, mounted high for ease
of checking and filling, can spray this flammable fluid about and it may ignite on the exhaust manifold.
Most car fires are avoidable by good maintenance, checking the wiring, keeping the engine bay clean, and
inspecting the fuel line for any sign of leaks. As with most things in cars, as in life - prevention is better
than cure. If anyone has any particular queries relating to extinguishers, fire prevention and emergency
procedures not covered here, Ray has kindly said he’ll respond to any questions you’d like to send in.
Our Technical Officer Bob Hobbs adds further considerations particularly relevant to our cars:
First, there are many fires caused by electrical problems in old and new cars. A battery isolator
switch that is readily accessible from the driver’s seating position is a huge help in stopping such
incidents before they get out of hand. If required, one can provide a continuous feed for a clock
with an inline fuse (close to the battery) so that one can always render the car safe electrically. This
of course excludes leaving it parked with the lights on!
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Second, as originally supplied by Standard Triumph there was insufficient fuse protection in the
electrical system. My own TDC was being driven home from my father’s workplace in the early
1950s at night. A burning smell was noticed and smoke started to fill the car. My father stopped
the car, retrieved the tool kit from under the right hand side of the bonnet and dashed round to the
left side to disconnect the battery. On investigation it was determined that the wiring to the
headlights had chafed through, and being unprotected by any fuses the wiring heated rapidly. The
rear of the dashboard still carries the char marks from the incipient fire. Fuses for the headlights
were installed promptly.
One should remember that on all models of our Triumphs, sitting just above of the seriously hot
exhaust manifold is a container with about 100 ml of petrol slurping around and being constantly
topped up. Regular checks of fuel pipe security are not a bad idea. Also, it is well worth keeping
the engine and the firewall clean. If there is nothing other than paint then there is not a lot to burn.
I agree with the advice from the fire service - my Austin and the Triumph each have 2kg
extinguishers under the driver’s seat.
Bob Hobbs.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________________________

IMPORTANT NOTE: Please be very cautious when working on or fitting any item to your car, unless you
take full responsibility for what you’re doing, and you have the necessary level of skill and expertise to be
sure that the work you undertake on your car leaves it safe and roadworthy. If in doubt, have work done by
a properly-qualified professional. Any accounts in the GLOBE are only the experiences of members, sharing
ideas, not offering guidance on what might or might not need doing on your car.

______________________________________________________________
Happy ending to the Morris Minor fire with which we opened this piece:

“I wanted to update everybody on the situation with Nelson my fire damaged Morris Minor, over 600 of
you left comments after the fire on January 5th and it was a big comfort after the shock of losing the car,
Lancaster insurance who also sponsor our group have been brilliant, having never claimed anything in my
25 year driving career I wasn't sure what to expect but they made it easy to deal with the necessary
paperwork while lending a sympathetic ear, just 3 weeks later I have received my cheque for the full
agreed amount and they also wavered the £250 excess which was very decent of them, highly recommend
Dave Youngs and the whole team.
“Now for the second bit of great news, the same night I lost the moggy I was sent a message from group
member Brian Allison who told me he had a spare Triumph 2000 in his garage and this one is automatic, I
was about to reply that it was a bit soon for me to think about buying a replacement when Brian stunned
me by offering the car as a gift, I think I was still in shock from the earlier fire and suspected Brian had
been on the amber ale so I thanked him and asked if I could think it over.
“I approached him 2 days later to see if he was
serious and he was adamant , really wanted me
to have it and if I was prepared to bring it back
over from Ireland and put it on UK plates it was
all mine. I am an extremely lucky guy and Brian
is a great guy who I can't thank enough, so I
shall soon be the proud owner of a Triumph
2000 auto saloon.”
Garry Cole
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NEWS OF OUR CARS
A car which is right at the core of Club history is FTP 8, TDB 1784, seen on this edition’s front cover. It
was bought new by Maurice Harris in August 1950 and first registered in Portsmouth. Maurice was a
garage and hire car proprietor in Ryde, Isle of Wight, and he invested in a fleet of three additional
Razoredges for his business; the story of which was told in the June 2019 Globe.
TDB 1784 however was his own personal car, and after his ownership was bought by Ed Lacey, who
became the charismatic Chairman of TROC for many years; his widow Daphne is still a Club member,
and lives on the Isle of Wight not far along the coast from the site of Maurice
Harris’s garage. After Ed’s ownership this car went to Alan Savage, and was
then sold abroad; at this point we lost touch with it.
We are now delighted to have been contacted by Pierre van der Luytgaarden,
from the Netherlands, who tells us he has owned the car since 2009, and he
has sent several photographs, some seen here. Pierre is joining the Club, and
his website at http://www.pierrevandeluytgaarden.nl/de-zaak/restauraties/
shows a selection of pictures of this and other cars - mostly Triumphs,
including several pre-war, which he has restored and maintained, clearly to a
very high standard indeed. It is very good to know that such a significant
Razoredge is in such good hands.

The car was in excellent condition when owned by Ed Lacey, and has clearly been maintained in tip-top
state. Note the trophies and champagne! We guess Mr van der Luytgaarden is on the left.
Below: a Gloria 4 and a Standard 6 light; Gloria Southern Cross; and a TR3.
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Member Jim Fender writes from Surrey:
“I have had several ‘major’ works done on
the Renown over the last few months.
This is me on my return, on the 2nd
January to Woking via the green at
Pirbright, from Reece Bros. at Aldershot.
The car is running well with the overdrive
and gearbox having been serviced. A real
joy to drive now.
Still some work to be done in the boot but
I’m on to that!
Best regards, Jim Fender.”
Jim might be interested to see the article
by technical officer Bob Hobbs on how
our overdrives operate, later in this
edition.
Readers might also remember a car which has surfaced ‘on the radar’ from
time to time: WHK 467, TDC 1507 DL, which was in the Club back in the
seventies, owned by Jim Fincher, a friend and near neighbour of our Historian
John Bath. In 2016 we were able to report that, after we lost touch with it and
having been sold abroad, it went to a scrap dealer on the continent, but was
rescued because it was too good-looking to destroy. It was then purchased by
a Technical School in Zurich. The tutor, Andreas Wernli, was intending to use
the car as a demonstration restoration and he was for a time a Club member.
One of our other members in Switzerland, Benhard Ruest, has remained in touch with Andreas and has
this news from him:
Good evening Bernhard, thank you for your e-mail and your interest
in our project.
The apprentices with whom I started the restoration project completed
their training in summer 2018. The classes that followed were neither
motivated nor able to do this work. Fortunately, this year I have a
suitable class again and have already worked with them once on our
car.
The restoration is progressing in stages. The engine is now almost
completely reconditioned. From many parts of the bodywork we have
made drawings and it is rebuilt. Gauges were also made, so that the
sheet metal parts could also be made for other Triumph
Renown owners without much effort.
Andreas Wernli.
Some more images showing the chassis and floor-level work are
available on Andreas’s Facebook page. Images courtesy of Andreas.
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Meanwhile in Maryland USA,
Kenneth Duncan is putting back
together a Limousine, TDC 2122
LIM; aiming to sell, and asking
$3,000. This is, we believe, a
newly-rediscovered limousine, not
previously known to the Club’s
records, though our American
member David Pilcher had heard of
it and has been trying to trace it for
some time.
It is the second of the very rare
Limousine models (only 195 made)
to reappear in the last few months;
the other being in Lisieux, France.
I’m hoping to visit that car in May
and to bring more news and
photographs. It is TDC 2161 LIM,
owned by member Marc Levy.

Because the limousines were given their own chassis number sequence, from 2001-2188 being built from
August 1951 through to October 1952 (plus two trios of special-order cars numbered TDC 2189, 2190,
3000 built in October 1953, and 2620-2622 built in April 29th - May 11th 1954), these two newlyrediscovered ones are not necessarily as close together in age as their numbers might suggest.
In New Zealand we have heard of four Razoredges
coming up for sale: this is believed to be part of the
collection of Rick Gant, in Christchurch on South
Island. We shall follow developments with interest. It
was one of Rick Gant’s Razoredges which Tom
Robinson was loaned in 2012, to drive on a tour of
South Island, as extensively described in the Globe at
that time - copies are available on the Club website.
Finally in this round-up, we have discovered the identity
of the car used in the filming of ‘The Crown’ and
possibly other earlier film work including appearances
in ‘Miss Marple’. Our member Mike Sampson had
noticed the appearance in ‘The Crown’ and managed to
get a sufficiently good screen shot to have a guess at the
registration letters, and in my records of random car
references and sightings I had another contact to it. This
is TD 2271 (so shouldn’t really have a ‘flaming torch’
radiator cap), now owned by Robert Mair, proprietor of
Lothian Classic Wedding Cars. Although not a Club
member, he was able to confirm the history of the car
and has given us a link to the previous owner, who did
the film work. More news may follow.
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OUT AND ABOUT
Colin Copcutt writes on February10th - ‘Drive your Triumph Day’:
“Please find attached a photo of my 1948 Triumph 1800 Saloon taken earlier today. It was taken in the
Lincolnshire countryside near our home in Old Leake in the UK. Its very windy here today in the
aftermath of storm Ciara and there were no mud splashes on the car when I left home. Not an ideal day for
driving an older car particularly one with the aerodynamics of a barn door!
Kind regards, Colin Copcutt.”
Notice how bright and brassy the sky looks, the
day after Storm Ciara swept across the country
bringing down branches and power lines, and
causing flooding.
Colin has also submitted this photo to Rye
Livingston, the American originator of Drive
Your Triumph Day, held on the anniversary of Sir
John Black’s birth each year.
Colin’s car is TD 3650 DL, one of the last 350
TDs made (out of 3,999), and is seen here in the
wide open spaces of the Lincolnshire countryside.
It was first registered in Northampton in
November or December 1948, a matter of a few
weeks before the appearance of the first TDA
models, including our newly-rediscovered TDA 49, MUA 647, owned by Chris Paddock in Doncaster.
Moving from the far east of the country to the far west, on
the same day Andrew and Alison Stacey were out in TDB
2262 DL. They didn’t find as much blue sky as Colin did,
but there’s a little patch; ‘enough to make a pair of sailor’s
trousers’ as we used to say.
Celebrating Australia Day below on January 26th are Chris
and Sue Burgess, seen here with their strikingly-coloured
TDB 5175 DL on the Mornington peninsula.
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by Bob Hobbs, TROC's Technical Advisor

When our cars were manufactured, from TDB 2300 onwards, an optional extra was an overdrive unit
manufactured by Laycock de Normanville. When first introduced the overdrive was only selectable in top
(3rd) gear, and was engaged by pulling the steering column gear lever towards the steering wheel once the
gearbox was in top gear. No operation of the ordinary clutch was required. Significant fuel savings were
achieved and with the reduced engine speed significant noise reduction was also a major selling point. The
overdrive unit for our cars is a Type A, no doubt as it was the first.
Development of the Overdrive
The Laycock overdrive gained popularity in the mid 1950s and was introduced on several manufacturers’
vehicles. In order to make the overdrive of greater flexibility in terms of control, Laycock introduced an
electrically controlled unit. This avoided manufacturers having to have mechanical linkages to the
vehicle’s gear lever which, in the case of floor mounted levers, made the design have considerable
advantages.
With electrical control it was now possible to have the overdrive function on more than top gear alone. On
our cars the electrically operated unit could be used on 2nd and top gears. The early literature specifically
excluded use on first gear as the internal hydraulic pump would not be able to reliably produce enough
pressure to ensure that the internal clutch would engage properly and therefore not slip.
To protect the overdrive from being used in first gear and more importantly in reverse, electrical isolator
switches were mounted to prevent incorrect operation in the event that the driver forgot to cancel the
selection switch. If the overdrive is engaged in first gear, as mentioned above, the internal clutch could
slip and cause too much heat and/or wear. However, if the overdrive is operated in reverse gear, serious
internal damage will inevitably result. There is a roller unidirectional slip mechanism that carries the
power output in a forward direction. If the internal clutch engages in reverse gear this roller mechanism
will have its rollers crushed as they jam up too tight in the system.

ORIGINAL BROCHURE EXTOLLING BENEFITS OF OVERDRIVE
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Conversion from Mechanically Operated to Electric Operation
In order that owners of the earlier mechanically operated overdrives could have the benefits of the
electrically operated system, Laycock/Standard Triumph introduced a conversion kit that could be fairly
easily fitted to the earlier cars. My own TDC was supplied with the original system and my father fitted
the electrical system in 1954. I still have the Standard Triumph instruction leaflet that came with the
upgrade kit. The most difficult part of the upgrade for a “home mechanic” was that within the overdrive
there is a special hydraulic pressure accumulator that helps to provide an even supply of high pressure oil
at 470 to 510 psi to the clutch mechanism whilst it is moving. This reservoir had to be modified with parts
that were supplied in the kit. Easy enough, but absolute cleanliness was essential since almost any high
pressure hydraulic system has to be built with very close fitting parts to avoid oil leakage within the
system. Any dirt in the oil could cause such parts to jam thus requiring the overdrive to be completely
stripped down and any damage repaired.
Even now, 66 years later, it is possible for a car with the original mechanically operated system to be
upgraded to the electrical operation as there are two specialist companies that can supply spares for our
overdrives. Not only that, but a non-overdrive gearbox can be modified to have an overdrive unit fitted.
The gearbox has to be fully dismantled in order to have the main gear shaft changed. This is not a job for
those without good mechanical ability and tools. Originally Standard Triumph would supply all the
necessary parts. Now all that is necessary can be obtained from either of the two specialist companies. I
know that one of them will, for a fistful of gold, modify the gearbox and supply a complete reconditioned
overdrive suitably fitted to the gearbox. There would be a small amount of mechanical and electrical work
to the car as well though this is relatively straightforward.
Should any Club member wish to have a copy of the instruction sheet they should contact me.
Please note: if putting an overdrive into a car for the first time one must ensure that the overdrive is fitted
with the mounting plate for the operating solenoid that has the solenoid in vertical orientation. If it has the
alternative horizontal mounting the solenoid will foul the chassis cross member. Modifications to this
cross member should not be undertaken in order to maintain the structural integrity of the chassis. Both
solenoid mounting plates are available from the specialist companies that service the overdrive units. It
also needs to be a car from TDB 3001 onwards - the chassis was modified at that point to make room for
the overdrive.
Driving the Car with Overdrive
The use of the original system was covered in the Driver’s Handbook adequately. However, the use of the
electrically operated system was not thus covered. In reality it is possible to drive the car with out any
problem but the use of the overdrive can, with a little finesse, be a very smooth affair and help in many
driving situations to improve the driving experience.
Examples of this are situations such as approaching a roundabout in a 30 mph zone. One is likely to be
travelling at around the 30 mph limit if road conditions allow, and as the roundabout is approached one
might judge that it is probable that one can enter the roundabout without hindrance, albeit not to go round
at that speed. If one changes down to 2nd gear and at the same time as making the gear change one
engages overdrive, the 30 mph speed is not a problem as one slows to enter the roundabout but a quick
flick of the switch to go back to 2nd gear allows easy negotiation of the roundabout and acceleration as
one leaves at the appropriate exit.
In other driving, if one wishes to get up to traffic speed quickly then instead of changing up from 1st to
2nd to 3rd, one can do 1st to 2nd to O/D 2nd to 3rd and then O/D 3rd. This enables the driver to keep the
engine speeds such that the greatest amount of power is available. Not that that is much compared with a
modern car of course! I find on my TDC that the engine is quite happy to have O/D 3rd at 40 mph or so,
depending on any inclines.
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For those who are used to driving their non-overdrive cars at 60 mph (or more) they must avoid the
temptation to increase their speed too far beyond that. When driving my Renown I find that in general
that I cruise at 55 to 60 mph in comfort and no undue stress for the car or passengers. An occasional 70
mph for overtaking perhaps, but above that the
handling of the car can become quite exciting to say
the least, and unlike a modern car one cannot dodge
idiots or debris in the road, or stop without the risk
that one’s pride and joy might have its shape changed
a little; perhaps even being melted down to become
baked bean cans. I have to admit that in my student
days an occasional 80 mph was achieved and I know
that one TDC has circumnavigated the UK at speeds
not dissimilar to that in the fairly recent past!
Having driven my TDC with the electrically operated
overdrive for over 80,000 miles since 1965 I would
be happy to share further such tips with members if
asked.
Maintenance

Early motorways and the need for an extra gear - but a Morris Minor in the fast lane?
Wikipedia commons picture

There are very few problems with the overdrive units if they are given proper maintenance. They share the
oil used in the main gearbox for lubrication and the high pressure system. As such, regular gearbox oil
changes should be adhered to as specified in the Owner’s Handbook or workshop manuals. The oil should
be a good quality oil SAE 30 mineral oil in summer or SAE20 in winter; BUT never a hypo or gear oil.
There are those who claim that there is no problem with such oils. However, the workshop manual
specifically states that such oils must not be used and gives the technical reasons for why this so. In
practice my own car has survived for 220,000 miles with Castrol SAE 30 oil all year round. This does not
prove that it is invariably correct of course!
On the side of the overdrive unit is a small lever that
moves when the overdrive is engaged. The lever has a
small hole at the free end that has to be set to line up
with a corresponding hole in the side of the overdrive
when the overdrive is engaged. This is true for both the
systems of overdrive operation. The moving lever is
attached to the internal clutch operating system and it
allows any wear in the external operating linkage or
electric solenoid settings to be accommodated.

OVERDRIVE ADJUSTMENT LEVER

Conclusions
The above article has only been produced as a quick guide to the overdrive system. For any advice on
fitting an overdrive to a TDB or TDC car, or conversion from mechanical to electrical operation of an
existing overdrive please contact the Technical Advisor, that is me, Bob Hobbs.
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AN INTERESTING FOOTNOTE FROM DOWN UNDER

We chanced to come upon this public safety advertisement from a Queensland, Australia, newspaper,
contemporary with our cars.
Those of us who had to learn hand-signals in order to pass our driving tests will notice some variations
between these and the British signs shown in the Highway Code of the day. “I am about to diverge right”
feels particularly Australian, in a very practical way: ‘I’m going somewhere over that way.’
A point of interest is that the sign for ‘I am going to turn left’ in the UK used to be to extend the right arm
and make backward-wheeling circles; whereas ‘please pass’ was the same sign with forward-wheeling
circles. Since it was often difficult for following motorists to see which was which, and also the idea of
taking responsibility for another driver’s passing manoeuvre is very questionable, the ‘please pass’ sign
was later abandoned - good - but the ‘I am turning left’ sign was changed to use the forward-wheeling
motion instead… The result of this is that if you see a driver extend his or her arm and make any sort of
circular motion, they probably mean they are turning left; but it might be they want you to overtake, or are
pointing out some interesting scenery to their passenger, or possibly they are drying their nail-varnish.
Use all due care and keep a safe distance.
However, we should be aware that arm signals, although still included in the highway code in a simplified
form, are very rarely used today and might cause confusion. Where you have to use them, use with great
caution, and keep an eye in the mirror for cars which might be ignoring them.
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WHAT’S ON: RECENT AND FORTHCOMING EVENTS
A list of suggested events which might be of interest to help you plan your motoring activities.
If you know of a good event in your area, please recommend it. Emails to the Editor.

If you are out in your car – do please send us some pictures afterwards!
(It doesn’t have to be super-special. It’s always good to share Razoredges out and about.)

Are the events
which you’ll be
attending in the
coming months
mentioned here?

We would like to provide a chance for Club Members to meet up with others,
especially in those regions which are distant from the Club’s annual Rally.
If YOU are planning on going to a classic meeting or event, please email or
write to the Editor, and we’ll give it a mention in this column. This appeal is
world-wide, like our membership.

8th - 9th February

The Great Western Classic Car Show at the Royal Bath and West
Showground, Shepton Mallet, Somerset has a Standard presence. The Standard
Club has set up a ‘Standard Rescue’ branch aimed at saving old Standards from
the breakers.

Monday 10th February

“Drive Your Triumph Day” - Sir John Black’s birthday, celebrated worldwide by people taking out their Triumph, photographing it, and sending the
results to Rye Livingston in California. See previous page for details.

Saturday 7th March

Knutsford Tour of Cheshire - a road run with a succession of stops at various
venues. Those completing the run are presented with a Cheshire Cheese. Starts
and finishes at the Bickerton Poacher, Bulkeley, SY14 8BE. There are special
stages and tests. “All the private land use will be on non-car-damaging surfaces
but we can’t guarantee that about the public roads.” Visit
http://www.tourofcheshire.co.uk/ .

Woldinghamring
Classic, Saturday 21st
March (and on the third
Saturday of each month)

A free gathering for all pre-1990 classic cars takes place on the third Saturday
of every month throughout the year at Botley Hill Farmhouse, an early 16th
century country inn on Limpsfield Road, Warlingham, Surrey. This is 3 miles
south of Warlingham on the B269. The event is a static gathering in the midst of
some some wonderful driving roads though the scenic North Downs including
the famous Woldinghamring. 9am to noon.

Sunday 26th April
2020

Drive-It Day
Razoredges about
everywhere!

“May I suggest the Clevedon Lions’ annual fundraising event? Not a huge
gathering as the showground is limited to the area within the miniature railway
circuit, but the seaside location does provide plenty to do: handy pubs, walk
along the prom, visit the (Grade1 Listed) Pier, swim in the Marine Lake, etc. In
the past the day has started with breakfast at a nearby garden centre, and scenic
run to the showground. Watch this space: http://lionsbrimar.org.uk/Clevedon . I
suppose there is a ten percent chance that I’ll have TDC 2670 DLO mobile
enough to turn up!” - Chris Blackman.
(Clevedon is on the North Somerset coast, between Bristol and Weston-superMare.) More Drive-it-Day events will be listed in the next edition - IF you tell
me about them!
Also Kent Car Enthusiasts Show at Aylesford Priory, 10am - 4pm.
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Abbey Hill Rally, Yeovil, nearly in Dorset. A bigger event than you’d expect
- steam engines, trade stalls, craft stalls, many events, and a full fairground.
Dare you celebrate the coming of May in this ancient heart of England?
Donington Historic Racing Festival - static displays of classics as well as the
allure of seeing proper racing cars do their stuff on the track. Contact
enquiries@doningtonhistoric.com if you’re thinking of taking the Razoredge.

May

Sunday 10th May

Grampian Museum ‘How Many Left?’ Celebrating the mass produced cars
which are now considered 'endangered species' - those with less than 500
examples remaining. The Razoredge would come in that category, so if you
need an excuse for a Scottish tour, here it is. Our Scots members are far-flung
and rarely have the chance to see another Razoredge; contact the Editor and
we’ll arrange a route.

16th

May

Yorkshire Game and Country Fair at Scampston Hall, Malton. A smallish
number of classics complements the Country Fair in a county which know what
country produce is all about.

May

Anglesey Festival of Transport offers a chance to visit this overlooked corner;
magnificent scenery, and there are at least two resident Razoredges, one usually
housed in Tacla Taid museum - well worth a visit.

16th

-

17th

-

17th

Sunday

31st

May

Sunday 19th July
Razoredges
present!

Brighton Beach Classic Motor Show - a static display of classics on the
seafront, and then the London to Brighton Classic (not vintage!) run arrives on
Madeira Drive from 12:30 onwards.

This year the TROC Annual Rally will combine with our AGM
and will take place at the Avoncroft Museum in Worcestershire.
See page 114 for fuller details; more will follow in April.

Monday Bank Holiday
31st August 2020

Gosport Vehicle Rally, at Stokes Bay, Gosport. Fine views across the Solent,
the Pebble Beach Café nearby, and a good-cause fundraiser organised by the
Rotary Club of Gosport - our member Andy Breckon is part of the organiser
team. If there is much interest from TROC members, we could make it a Club
entry and have our own marquee and stand, as well as reduced-price admission.
Please let me know if you might attend. I have copies of the application form,
which I can send to you.

Sunday 13th
September

Kent Classic Car Show at Aylesford Priory near Maidstone, ME20 7BX, 10am
- 4pm, including autojumble. Contact 01732 840 787 if you’re intending to take
your Razoredge.

12th-13th September
19th-20th September
27th

Sunday
September

The Heritage Open Days will have free admission or special events happening
at historic locations all around the country. A great day to visit somewhere in
your Razoredge, or to take part in a display or run.
The Manchester Museum of Transport is the home of the Manchester Group
of the Standard Triumph Club, and they will be having a display of various
Standards and Triumphs on this date. Members wishing to broaden their
knowledge of the range might like to consider visiting? 10am - 4.30pm.
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AN UPDATE FROM AUSTRALIA
In the April edition last year we reported that a new member, Andrew Piggott from Bordertown Australia,
had bought TDC 2619 DLO, Australian registration ILY 343, in “a million bits” as a failed restoration.
We now learn he has purchased a second car as seen here, TDB 1055, complete.
He says:
“Yes, I still have the TDC and yes it is still in a
million bits. When I first saw the ad for this TDB I
thought it may be a good idea to see a complete car in
the flesh to get a better sense of what went where, but
I did nothing about it. As time went by the car was
reduced in price and in the end I found myself not
being able to resist.
“The black paint is peeling badly in a few spots but
otherwise the car seems to be in reasonable nick for a
70 year old car. The seats and door panels have been
reupholstered and are excellent and while the rest of the
interior shows signs of wear but it is quite serviceable.

“The motor starts and runs well but I have still
to transfer the registration, so the only driving
I have done is pottering around the three and a
half acres surrounding my house. I have yet
to do a full road test. I have attached a few
photos if you can use them for the Globe.
Regards, Andrew Piggott”

The car looks very original and correct, and very wellpreserved, thanks to the dry climate. Observant readers
will notice that there are no chrome bars above and below the number plate box - some of the first TDB
models were produced like this. Tom Robinson tells me that he has amongst his personal spares
collection a set of factory-supplied over-riders like these, still in their wrapping, with no holes for the
normal bars to be fitted.
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REMINDER: CALENDAR 2021: INVITATION, OPPORTUNITY, CHALLENGE
When selecting our back-cover image for this Globe, it struck me what a perfect picture it was for
showing the splendid colours of an English Autumn. The contributor, our member Graham Sinagola, has
an eye for a natural setting, and we have used his pictures before - you might remember his spring
daffodils, or the autumn mists of 2015, seen
again here.
Thus, an idea crept into the consciousness.
How about a calendar, a month to a page? I’m
certain that between us, the photographic
talents of our TROC membership can provide
twelve first-class pictures of Razoredges
through the seasons.

I have enquired from our printers and they assure me
that they can run off our compilation in calendar form,
as illustrated on the left showing Dirk Devogeleer’s
TDB in the snow, for around £5 each.
I rather imagine that a number of members would
enjoy having such a calendar, and even more so if
your own car were to be one of the selected images.
Your challenge, therefore: to take a photograph of
you car, preferably in a seasonal setting, and
submit it to editor@TROCltd.com . It could be at
any stage of the coming year, because we shall need
pictures suitable for each of the twelve months. You
may submit as many pictures as you wish, but I shall
only use the one best image of each car, in order to be
as fair as possible to all contributors. Pictures not
used in the Calendar might still find an airing, of
course, in the pages of the Globe editions
during the year. In November next year your
Committee will make the selection of final
images, and we shall produce the TROC
Calendar in time for sending out with the
December Globe to all those who order one.
We shall need good high-resolution pictures,
but modern smartphones should be good
enough.
On the right, Chris and Sue Burgess’s TDB in a highsummer picture - for Australia, at least!
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ITEMS FOR SALE AND WANTED; OFFERS OF SERVICE

Advertisers are asked to keep an eye on their advertisements in subsequent issues of the Globe, and to inform the editor
when items are no longer for sale, or no longer sought. Email editor@trocltd.com .

Please Note that there is a similarly-named company, selling Roadster and other spares. To avoid
error, please use the contact phone and email details shown in this magazine.

TROC offers no guarantee of the bona fides of any advertiser. Members transacting business with any
member or non-member do so entirely at their own risk and are recommended to take all normal precautions
when doing so. You are strongly recommended to ascertain the suitability of parts or cars to your
requirements.
FOR SALE: We have been contacted by Belinda Manning, who is trying to arrange the sale of this car on
behalf of her parents. Ron Wright was a TROC member for a while back in about 2006, and the car is
TNO 606, TDB 5406 DL. We have some pictures, seen below, and I’m told the car is drivable at the
moment though it needs attention on one or two points. If anyone is interested, please contact the Editor
and we can put you in touch. The car is located in Banstead, Surrey - between Croydon and Leatherhead.

FREE: WORKSHOP MANUAL Member Les Finch has recently sold his car, FSV 398, TDB 1134 DL,
and a collection of spares, to a buyer in Germany. He still has a photocopy set of the workshop manual for
the TDB, which he offers free to any member to collect (Bournemouth) or pay the postage. Contact
01202 531456 or mobile 07970 890 167. He says: thanks once again to all at the club for their help.
FOR SALE, Rear jacking points for TD and TDA models, £85; RF95 voltage regulators, reconditioned
with new parts, £75; Temperature gauge capillary tube repairs, £85. Postage extra. Keith Gulliford, Tel:
02380 734 832. Email; keith.gulliford@talktalk.net.
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FOR SALE: TDB 986, LKB 435, in generally poor
condition, is advertised for £3,000. This is an intended
restoration which belongs to ex-member Stirling
Beauchamp, whose health now requires the sale. The car is
in the Tewkesbury area. Contact Stirling on 07886 297 410.
FOR SALE: one remaining white Razoredge from member
George Wyatt, of Barnsley. He has been operating a wedding
car service, but is retiring and the cars have to go. Two have
sold, and one remains: a 1949 TDA in Brilliant White, GSV
949. For further details and price, please contact George on
01226 752 830. As you would expect with wedding cars, it
has been well-maintained and is generally immaculate in appearance.
FOR SALE in USA:

WMF 220, TDB 3738 DLO. “My stepfather purchased this
car from Derbyshire in the UK in August of 2005. Since
coming over, the car had been kept in a garage at all times. The
car runs well, it starts right away. The car was driving short
distances often while in my mother’s possession. Through the
information my stepfather gaining when purchasing the car, it
was driving on occasion and kept indoors as well. Moe, as the
original owner named him, has been handled with care and
treated well. I have inherited the car this year and am looking
into selling it simply because I am not at a place in my life to
be able to enjoy all that owning a classic car has to offer. “
(From Tara Copeland, in 2017, when it was advertised for $16,500 or better offer.)
ACTUAL BARN FIND - IN BARN!
Michael Crisp contacted us with this find, in a
genuine barn which he’s renovating. There’s
no bonnet, radiator or grille, but the rest seems
to be present. It’s known to have been here
since about 1971, so we should not expect it to
start first time…

long.

He has the old buff log-book, the original
receipt and some history. The car is TDB
4602 DL, OKX 318, which is a
Buckinghamshire registration from May 1951.
The barn concerned is also in
Buckinghamshire, so the car may never have
roamed very far at all. If anyone is intrigued,
you can contact Michael on 07899 868 444 or;
but the car needs to be removed before very

WANTED: Tool Set – Paul Collard would like to acquire a complete and authentic set of tools as
originally supplied with the car. If you have a complete set or just some of the components available, (see
the article by Dick Mower in the October 2015 Globe for chapter and verse of what there was) – please
contact Paul on 07935 385 779 .
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FOR SALE: an extensive range of spares for sale, including: original manuals. Set of doors. Grille.
Radiator. Wheels. Tyres and rims. Rear number plate box, incomplete. Heater. Door handles. Steering
wheel. Headlamps and side lights. Front interior arm-rests. Bonnet. All in various states, and other bits
and pieces. Contact: Colin Baxter, , phone number 07860 605079. Cheshire.
WANTED – the following parts for 1954 TDC: interior boot light; aluminium curved internal wheel arch
trims x2; aluminium internal trims to floor of door openings – two large shaped ones to front, two shorter
ones to rear; metal trim to front door pillar (carries front door striker plate/catch) x2; curved metal door
retainers x2 front, x2 rear. Dashboard knob S & H. Bonnet hinges, boot panel hinge. TDC jack and toolkit.
Also a locking petrol cap please. Chrome parts: 2x headlight rims, front cowling, 2x strips to rear side
windows, 2x front strips to windscreen, also rubber gaskets to headlights. Contact Andy Kemp, 25 Heath
Road, Alresford, Essex CO7 8DT; phone 01206 825 319.
FOR SALE TDB 2024 registered NUM 629. No MoT, some work required on bodywork. Good running
engine and £400-worth of spares and workshop manual will be included in this reluctant sale. More
details from David Jones on 07833 059 154.
FOR SALE: TDB 1671 DL, engine 1677E, reg. ERD 681, near Reading. Owned by the same family
since new. Would make a good project for someone who would like to give the car some much-needed
attention. Open to enquiries and offers. Please contact John Sibley on 01491 628 544.
FOR SALE – the fifth-oldest known Razoredge, TD 919 DL, registration
GHP 909, first registered June 1947. This car is described as complete,
original and untouched, and has been stored dry for thirty or forty years.
Believed to have had only one owner; full documentation believed to be
available. Offers in the region of £6,000. Contact Seamus Nugent, in Newry,
Co Down, Northern Ireland: phone 0035 3876 879 053 or 02830 868 493;
email .
FOR SALE: TDB 2093 DL, MAR 521, first registered 15th September
1950. Engine No V4636FJ. The vehicle has had 3 owners since new. The
last MoT expired May 14th 1983. The car has been garaged since then; the
engine was last run in 2014. Fulcrum pins and bushes for both offside and nearside are required, also rear
exhaust pipe. Other spares are available as part of the sale. Original handbook. The leatherwork and
carpets are in very good order including boot. The vehicle is sold as seen; OFFERS OVER £5,000.
Bedfordshire; telephone 01525 712 947, J E Washington.
FOR SALE: One wheel (no tyre) DRO 4½” Jx 16” SR; 1 wheel (no tyre) 4”x16”. Both have just been
powder-coated silver. 2x inner front wings for TDB. Contact Andy Kemp, 25 Heath Road, Alresford,
Essex CO7 8DT; phone 01206 825 319.
FOR SALE, TD spares, steering column and box; some front suspension parts. Contact Bob on 01959
533216 (near M25 J4).
FOR SALE: Pair of alloy door hinge pillars. Contact
sue@sdalton.plus.com

Irving Dalton on 01430 860 833 or Email

FOR SALE: A club member, Ruskin Spiers, is in Australia, but his car is not. Ruskin has emigrated, and
as a result is selling HNP 999, TDA 424 DL, which has been stored for years in the basement of a block of
flats. Ruskin explains: “We’ve had it since about 1987 and it was put into dry storage in Sussex in 1990.
It needed work / restoration then but has not changed in the last 30 years as where it lives is completely
dry and warm storage under flats. The car is in the UK but I now live in Australia and hence am going to
sell it. I have pictures taken from my last trip back. If you know of anyone who may be interested by all
means pass on my email. Thanks.”
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The email is:.

______________________________________
SPARES FROM TROC FOR THE 1800 ENGINE
Bob Hobbs has in stock hoses for the 1800 engine as follows; • Top hose
• Bottom with heater outlet that can be blanked off
• By pass hose

£14.75 P&P extra
£13.75 P&P extra
£ 8.00 P&P extra

NOW AVAILABLE FROM TROC
Workshop manuals for the 1800, reproduced from an original copy and bound in a flat-opening plastic
pocket page ring binder. Available from Tom Robinson at £47.50 plus P&P.
WANTED FOR RECONDITIONING
Bell-crank lever and bracket assembly for the Renown. The Club is short of suitable old units for
reconditioning. If you have one on your shelf or from a car you are breaking, please contact Chris Hewitt.
Similarly with steering idlers and rear brake cylinders for the 1800 model for reconditioning.
Also needed:
Clutch covers
Temperature gauges
Outer door and boot handles
Clutch centre plates Carburettors
Water pumps
- all in any condition; contact Bob Hobbs.
______________________________________________

Have you ever advertised in the ‘Globe’? If so, the advertisement may still be carried in each issue. If
you’ve still got the item to sell, or still wish to buy what was wanted, that’s fine - we will continue all
advertisements indefinitely if they are still ‘real’. However, if the item is no longer for sale or wanted,
PLEASE tell me. Email is easiest, and the contact details are inside the front cover.
___________________________________________
Our Club member Tony Norris has a colleague at Kreative Automotive who has a collection of useful bits
of kit, and can do Vapour Blasting. Would members like to find out more?
___________________________________________

As a reward for getting this far:
Man in Halfords: I need a set of wiper blades, please.
Sales assistant: We have a wide selection of those. What’s it for?
Man in Halfords: Well, so I can see where I’m going when it’s raining.
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